
1. EEG response: Listeners entrain to the speech envelope (EOR)

Effect of changes in speaking rate 

on distribution of VOT values of 

word-initial stop consonants

Listeners use sentential rate, but not envelope information, to compensate for 

speaking rate during spoken word recognition 

INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

METHOD
Changes in context create variability in the 

speech signal that listeners must overcome

e.g., Speaking rate effects on phonetic cues:

Listeners can use vowel length (VL) or 

sentential rate (SR) to estimate speaking 

rate, and compensate by shifting cues 
(Toscano & McMurray, 2015; Summerfield, 1981)

Listeners may use the speech envelope 

to track speaking rate by entraining 

neuronal populations’ (i.e., phase-

locking) oscillatory activity in the Theta 

band to changes in the speech 

envelope, which share a similar 4-8 

oscillation frequency (Peelle & Davis, 2012)

Experiment 1 Participants presented with a carrier sentence 

varied on 3 steps of either envelope modulation 

depth (Exp. 1) or envelope oscillation rate (Exp. 2) 

and 3 steps of SR, followed by a token from a 

word-final voicing continuum

Identified last word in each sentence

N=21 participants for Exp. 1; N=10 for Exp. 2

In Exp. 2, EEG recorded from a 64-channel 

Brainvision actiCHamp active electrode system. 

Impedances were kept below 15 kΩ. Electrodes 

placed at 32 10-20 system sites

EEG digitized at a sampling rate of 500 Hz and 

recorded in DC mode; offline bandpass filter from 

0.1 to 125 Hz was applied in ERPLAB (Butterworth 

filter with 12 dB/octave roll-off)

Data referenced online to the left mastoid (A1), 

and referenced offline to average mastoid

STIMULI

Experiment 2

Experiment 1

1. Listeners use SR to 

compensate for rate

Sentential Rate, b = -0.26, SE = 0.05,

z = -5.011, p < 0.001

2. EMD seems to influence voicing 

perception (non-systematically)

Envelope Modulation Depth, b = -0.083, SE = 0.03,

z = -2.49, p < 0.05 – signficant, but small effect and 

not supported conceptually

3. Lack of envelope information does not prevent compensation

EMD x SR, b = -0.002, SE = 0.03,  z = -0.91, p = 0.93

Experiment 2

Questions:

In the absence of envelope modulation, 

will listeners still compensate for rate 

changes? (Exp. 1)

When given conflicting sentential rate 

and envelope information, which cue will 

listeners use to compensate? (Exp. 2)
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DISCUSSION

Listeners compensate for changes in speaking 

rate by using sentential rate regardless of the 

presence of an intact speech envelope

Increasing speaking rate leads to more voiced 

responses for word-final voicing, consistent with 

compensation for speaking rate variability

Listeners entrain to the speech envelope, but still 

use sentential rate to compensate for rate

Manipulating the EOR is not sufficient to induce 

speaking rate compensation by itself, though more 

data is needed to confirm the effects from Exp. 2

ANALYSIS
Behavioral data in Exp. 1 analyzed using 

generalized linear mixed-effects model with VL, 

SR, EMD, and SR x EMD as fixed-effects and by-

subject random slopes for VL, SR, EMD, and SR x 

EMD as random-effects (N=21).

EEG data processed using EEGLAB. Modal EEG 

frequency in theta range computed for each EOR, 

and phase-locking quantified by cross-correlating 

Fourier-transformed EEG signal with the the 

speech envelope extracted in Praat
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Token from word-

final voicing continua 

created by 

manipulating vowel 

length

Carrier sentences varied 

on three steps of EOR 

and three steps of SR

Fast – 70%

Normal

Slow – 130%

Followed by: VL step 1

VL step 2 

VL step 3 

VL step 4 

VL step 5 

“League”

“Leak”

VL step 1
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Token from word-

final voicing continua 

created by 

manipulating vowel 

length

Carrier sentences varied 

on three steps of EOR 

and three steps of SR
EMD step 2

Fast – 70%

Normal

Slow – 130%

Followed by:

EOR step 1

EOR step 2

EOR step 3

EMD step 3

EMD step 1

2. Listeners appear to use 

SR to compensate for rate

3. But do not use EOR to 

compensate for rate

4. Listeners use SR to compensate even with conflicting EOR
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